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I.

Executive Summary

Since 2005, the real estate portfolio of the $7.5 billion
Employee Retirement System of Rhode Island (ERSRI) has
performed terribly—beyond bad.
The real estate investments have returned a mere 2.83 percent
versus 10 percent for the pension’s current (more-forgiving)
benchmark.1
Since inception of ERSRI’s real estate investing, over 27 years
ago in 1989, the portfolio has performed far worse—
wretchedly—as the legal duty, known as fiduciary
responsibility, to invest assets for the exclusive benefit of
participants and beneficiaries has time and again been ignored.
Targeting local development and paying rich fees of over 4
percent a year to real estate managers has netted the pension
a mere .69 percent.
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By way of comparison, Treasury Bills over same period have
provided an annualized return of 3 percent—incurring no risk.
1
1

As discussed in the report, last year the pension changed its real estate benchmark to make the
performance look better.
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Wall Street has prospered—taking virtually all real estate
profits from the pension and leaving the asset-owners next to
nothing—as the retirement security of an entire generation of
ERSRI participants has been undermined.

2

Real estate underperformance has cost the pension over $500
million based upon the benchmark the pension recently
adopted and losses may amount to as much as $1 billion.
What caused the pension’s real estate portfolio to massively
underperform for 27 years and how much in workers’
retirement savings have been squandered are two initial
questions this forensic investigation seeks to answer.
Equally important, we examine whether (given the lack of
effective oversight and underlying problematic manager
business practices) the real estate portfolio is likely to deliver
competitive performance in the future, or, as it has for so long,
will it continue to drag down the overall performance of the
pension?
With a long term investment assumption of 7.5 percent, the
pension cannot afford to allocate greater amounts in the near
future—up to an 8 percent target, or approximately $600
million of its multi-billion portfolio— to an asset class that since
1989 has returned a .69 percent pittance, absent compelling
justification and, at a minimum, reforms.

Three years ago, our first forensic investigation of ERSRI2
exposed that then-Treasurer Gina Raimondo’s so-called
“pension reform,” which involved slashing workers’ retirement
benefits and steering billions of pension assets into secretive,
high-cost, high-risk hedge and private equity funds, amounted
to a dollar-for-dollar “wealth transfer”—i.e., state workers’
retirement savings went to Wall Street billionaires who
supported Raimondo’s political objectives. We stated:
“There’s no prudent, disciplined investment program at work here – just a blatant
Wall Street gorging, while simultaneously pruning state workers’ pension benefits.”

We predicted that Raimondo’s multi-billion alternative
investments gamble would cost the pension dearly in the years
to come—far in excess of any savings related to benefit cuts—
as speculative hedge and private equity funds failed to deliver
promised returns and fees skyrocketed.
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 Second “Crowd-funded” Forensic Investigation of ERSRI
Exposes Longstanding Mismanagement of Real Estate,
as Losses From Multi-Billion Alternative Investment
Gamble Grow

Warren Buffett, arguably one of the greatest investors of all
time, warned that public pensions should not invest in hedge
funds.
3
2

Rhode Island Public Pension Reform: Wall Street’s License to Steal, Forensic Investigation of the
Employee Retirement System of Rhode Island for the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees by Benchmark Financial Services, Inc., October 17, 2013.
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Treasurer Raimondo, it seemed, knew better.

4

Our second investigation in 2015—which was America’s first
“crowd-funded” forensic investigation of a state pension—
concluded that Raimondo’s redesign of the pension system
that was supposed to save taxpayers $4 billion over 25 years
had already cost the pension $1.4 billion.3 Total preventable
losses identified in the report amounted to nearly $2 billion.
Our 2015 investigation also uncovered that real estate was
ERSRI’s worst performing asset class by far.
“ERSRI’s real estate investment performance has been nothing short of horrific over
the past 10 years—2 percent versus the Fund’s benchmark return of 9.6 percent.”

We observed that given ERSRI’s low real estate investment
return (2 percent), on the one hand, and high expenses (4
percent), on the other, it appeared ERSRI’s real estate
managers had earned more in fees over the past decade than
the pension earned.
Finally, we noted that ERSRI appeared to have the worst state
pension real estate performance in the nation and
recommended that the causes of the underperformance be
investigated further.
On February 11, 2016, a campaign to crowd-fund a follow-up
focused investigation into ERSRI’s real estate investments was
3

Double Trouble: Wall Street Secrecy Conceals Preventable Pension Losses in Rhode Island (June,
2015).

 Treasurer Magaziner Demands $10,000 for Access to
Public Records, Withholds All Key Documents
As the outset of this investigation, on February 25, 2016, we
requested information from General Treasurer Seth
Magaziner’s office solely related to ERSRI’s real estate
investments. While a few responsive documents were
provided, not a single one of the prospectuses, offering
memoranda, subscription agreements or side letters or
agreements related to ERSRI’s real estate investments was
provided to us.
Treasurer Magaziner’s office demanded $10,893 to search,
retrieve and copy the rest of the real estate documents we
requested.
On April 11, 2016, the Rhode Island Retired Teachers
Association sent a check in the amount of $10,000, as
demanded by Treasurer Magaziner as a prepayment to access
pension real estate records. On May 9, 2016, the Treasurer’s
office once again denied the request for the legally-significant
prospectuses, offering memoranda and side letters related to
real estate investments—despite payment of the $10,000 fee.
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successfully completed. Rhode Island now has twice led the
nation in demonstrating that crowd-funding can be an effective
means to expose fraud, mismanagement and other
malfeasance related to public retirement monies.

5
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The federal securities laws generally require that investors be
provided with a prospectus or offering document containing all
material terms related to an investment prior to investing. As is
commonly noted in summary investment presentations and
brochures, “investors should read and understand the
prospectus before deciding whether or not to invest in the
fund.”
For a fund manager to deny access to prospectuses and
offering memoranda prior to any investment decision, and
merely provide promotional material to investors, is potentially
misleading and may violate general antifraud provisions of the
federal and state securities laws.
Yet withholding such critical information from pension
stakeholders is precisely the policy of the Treasurer’s office.
In short, new Treasurer Magaziner, like his predecessor (nowGovernor Raimondo), demonstrated he is more interested in
shielding Wall Street from public scrutiny than protecting
Rhode Island public retirement assets from Wall Street. In fact,
Magaziner has taken secrecy even further than his
predecessor.
That is, documentary evidence related to state pension real
estate investments now joins hedge and private equity
information—all deemed exempt from disclosure under state
public records laws.

6

For the first time in Rhode Island history, approximately $3
billion of public retirement assets has been swept into secret
(often offshore) accounts exempt from public scrutiny. As a

Since Treasurer Magaziner knowingly took the $10,000 he
demanded the retired teachers pay for key prospectuses and
other documents—documents he had no intention of ever
providing—we requested he refund the full amount they paid
to him. To date, only $2,657.50 has been refunded; Magaziner
has refused to refund the remainder.
 $600 Million Allocated to Real Estate “Alternative”
Assets
Like hedge, private equity and venture funds, real estate is
considered an “alternative” investment.
An alternative investment is an investment in an asset class
other than traditional stocks, bonds, and cash. Alternative
investments typically have low correlation to traditional
investments. That is, they do not rise and fall in value in lockstep with publicly-traded securities.
As noted in ERSRI’s July 2016 Composite Reporting Investment
Valuation, approximately $509 million (or 6.5 percent of the
$7.5 billion pension) is invested in real estate—an illiquid
investment which does not have a readily determinable market
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result, stakeholders cannot know for certain who is managing
these pension assets, where the assets are held, the true value
of the assets and how they are invested. Whether the
Treasurer even knows the answers to any of the above
fundamental questions is impossible to assess.

7
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value. As such, the value of these assets is based upon
appraisals only.

8

The pension’s target allocation to real estate is 8 percent
(approximately $600 million). If the percentage of pension
assets invested in real estate grows from 6.5 percent to 8
percent and the real estate portfolio continues to massively
underperform as it has for the past 27 years, then the overall
performance of the pension will suffer. Thus, diagnosing the
problem and fixing it before any further damage, is critical.
 ERSRI Conceals Massive $132 Million Loss Related to
Single Direct Real Estate Investment
While ERSRI’s Real Estate Investment Policy Statement has
stated (at least since 2004) that direct investing in properties
will not be permitted without advance approval by the SIC,
from 1989 through 2006 ERSRI invested over $20 million
directly in a Gateway 8 partnership which involved the
American Express building, a prominent and vacant office
building in downtown Providence.
When the property was finally sold at a loss in 2006—17 years
after the initial investment—then-Governor Don Carcieri
refused to make good on a guaranty the Economic
Development Corporation had made to the pension related to
the investment. Most recently, on June 3, 2016, a Joint
Resolution was introduced to appropriate from the treasury
$1.7 million to ERSRI as repayment of the loan extended by
ERSRI to the Gateway 8 partnership.

Over the same 17-year period, an investment of $20 million
earning a rate of return consistent with the pension’s real
estate benchmark would have grown to approximately $152
million by 2006. Thus, this disastrous direct investment in local
real estate cost the pension approximately $132 million.
 Actual Performance Since Inception .69 Percent—Not
2.83 Percent Disclosed
However, ERSRI performance reports misleadingly indicate
real estate investing began in 2005. The disastrous 1989-2006
direct real estate investment underperformance and losses
have never been fully included in the annualized Inception To
Date (ITD) Total Performance Summary disclosed to
stakeholders. The actual real estate annualized performance
since inception is far from the 2.83 indicated in the pension’s
reports at July, 2016.
We estimate the true real estate portfolio performance since
the actual year of inception (1989) amounts to a dismal .69
percent annualized versus almost 10 percent for the pension’s
real estate benchmark.
As a result of this failure to disclose annualized real estate
performance since inception, the fact that ERSRI has always—
for at least 27 years—grossly mismanaged its real estate is
not known to stakeholders. Both direct investment 1989-2005
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The underperformance losses related to this single direct
investment in real estate was massive.

9
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and investing through funds 2005-2016 have been disastrous
for the pension for a generation.

10

If these investment results were fully disclosed, stakeholders
might rationally conclude that ERSRI will do no better in the
future than it has in the past and should be prohibited from
real estate investing.
 Real Estate Consultant Replaced in 2012 Following Years
of Poor Performance
According to the documents we were provided, ERSRI retained
The Townsend Group as its real estate investment consultant in
late 2003 and began investing in real estate funds in late
2004—presumably pursuant to asset allocation and manager
selection recommendations by Townsend.
The pension’s prior direct investment (dating back to 1989)
apparently was always excluded from real estate investments
reported upon, as well as tracked for investment performance,
by Townsend.
By 2009, ERSRI’s real estate fund investments were massively
underperforming the pension’s real estate fund benchmark (at
that time, the NCREIF Property + 100 bps) by an astounding
nearly 12 percent (.5 versus 12.1 percent).
An assessment of ERSRI’s real estate performance by Pension
Consulting Alliance as of December 31, 2011—before the firm
was contracted to provide real estate consulting services in
2012—indicated that of the 16 funds in which the pension had
invested $270 million, 12 were rated of “concern” or “below

Despite the 2011 recommendation by PCA that ERSRI explore
selling its interest in underperforming non-core funds, the real
estate performance at December 31, 2015 indicates the
pension remained invested in 3 of the non-core funds and 1 of
the core funds which were of “concern” or “below
expectations” years earlier.
In 2012, PCA replaced Townsend as the pension’s real estate
investment consultant and PCA continues in that capacity
through today. With regard to the change in consultant, thenTreasurer Raimondo stated, “… we will be paying PCA less than
what we were paying Townsend while getting better services
from PCA.” While the annual fee paid to the consultant was
reduced from $142,500 to $125,000, performance continues to
languish as the allocation to real estate has grown.
As of July 2016, total net of fees real estate performance over
the prior ten years was 3.23 percent versus 8.62 percent for
the NFI-ODCE Index, the pension’s new real estate benchmark.
Since inception in January 1, 2005, performance of the real
estate funds has been 2.83 percent versus 10 percent.
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expectations” and only 3 “met expectations.” None were rated
“exceeds expectations.”

 Real Estate Benchmark Changed to Make Performance
Look Better
As bad as the reported performance was, it may have been far
worse had the SIC not changed the benchmark.

11
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After 10 years of investing in underperforming funds, in 2015,
ERSRI changed the benchmark it uses for measuring real estate
investment performance from the NCREIF Property Index + 100
bps to the NFI-ODCE Index.

12

This change may have narrowed the sizable gap between the
pension (under)performance and the benchmark return—that
is, made the performance look better.
The NCREIF Property Index + 100 bps appears to be a more
appropriate benchmark reflecting the pension’s more
aggressive non-core investments. The NFI-ODCE Index appears
to be an inappropriate benchmark since it includes only core
funds and ERSRI invests in some non-core funds.
Since inception almost 40 years ago, the NCREIF Property Index
+ 100 bps returned 10.32 percent. For the same period, the
NFI-ODCE returned far less—8.75 percent gross of fees. We
were not been provided with any material explaining the
change in the pension’s real estate benchmark.
 Pension Consultant Compliance with ERISA Overlooked;
Asset Manager, SIC Compliance with ERISA Not Required
Townsend and PCA each acknowledged in their agreements
with the pension their status as fiduciaries with respect to the
pension and agreed to provide services under the contracts in
accordance with the fiduciary standards set forth in the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”).
ERISA is a federal law which protects the assets of millions of
Americans so that funds placed in retirement plans during their
working lives will be there when they retire.

For example, Townsend’s current SEC filings reveal numerous
significant potential conflicts of interest.
We have seen no evidence to suggest ERSRI ever reviewed
potential conflicts of interest at Townsend, including whether
the real estate investment consultant may have directly or
indirectly benefitted from recommendations or advice made to
the pension.
Given the extensive potential conflicts and poor investment
performance under Townsend, the lack of review is disturbing,
in our opinion.
While ERSRI’s contracts with its real estate investment
consultants state that the firms recommending real estate
investments will be held to an ERISA fiduciary standard, the
Real Estate Investment Policy Statement does not expressly
state that the real estate investments, or asset managers
themselves, will be held to such a heightened standard.
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In our opinion, it appears ERISA fiduciary compliance has been
largely overlooked at ERSRI—despite the fact that these are
heightened fiduciary standards, noncompliance can have
serious consequences and there is a risk of significant personal
liability.

ERISA fiduciary standards do provide significantly greater
protections to public pensions that adopt them. For ERSRI to
require the real estate investment consultants, but not the
13

asset managers and SIC members to adhere to ERISA’s
heightened standards makes no sense, in our opinion.4
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 Lack of Knowledge of Real Estate Fees and Expenses
It is well established that sponsors of public and private
retirement plans have a fiduciary duty to ensure that the fees
their plans pay money managers for investment advisory
services are reasonable.
According to the Treasurer’s office, no all-in real estate fee
analysis has been prepared for this $7 billion-plus pension –
despite the dismal past performance of the real estate
portfolio.
In our opinion, real estate investment consulting services
consistent with ERISA fiduciary standards (which both
Townsend and PCA agreed to provide) should include details
regarding all the various opaque fees and expenses related to
each fund, the nature of the services provided for such fees,
the all-in actual costs (on a percentage and dollar amount
basis) and an in-depth analysis of the reasonableness of such
fees and expenses, weighing the costs against the expected
rate of return. Any conflicts of interest related to fees paid to
affiliated parties should be scrutinized.

4
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At least one of the pension’s real estate managers—the manager of the JP Morgan Strategic
Property fund—represents that the fund will be managed in accordance with the ERISA fiduciary
standard of care. However, as discussed below, we were provided with no evidence to support that
compliance with said standard has been monitored by ERSRI. Further, a recent settlement between
the manager, the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission regarding conflicts of interest could involve practices inconsistent with ERISA fiduciary
standards.

In our 2015 Double Trouble report, we estimated that ERSRI’s
undisclosed real estate investment-related expenses may
amount to an additional 3 percent, above and beyond the
limited fees disclosed by the pension at that time.
Our review of the extensive list of significant fees mentioned in
ERSRI’s managers Forms ADV filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission revealed multiple potential undisclosed
fees—such as fees for acquisitions, disposition, financing,
performance, development supervision, property
management, underlying partnership and performance, fund
operating expenses, custody, administrative, brokerage—many
of which may exceed 1 percent. Thus, we believe our 3 percent
undisclosed fee estimate may have been too conservative.
We were provided with no documents indicating SIC is aware
of the all-in fees and expenses related to the pension’s real
estate investments. We see no evidence that the SIC has
assessed whether the expected rate of return related to real
estate assets is reasonable given the significant costs—costs
which, for the past 27 years, have exponentially exceeded
annualized return of .69 percent.
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Without a comprehensive all-in fee analysis prepared by the
investment consultant or a third party, the SIC cannot fulfill its
fiduciary duty to monitor the reasonableness of fees the
pension pays its investment managers and decades of profiting
by ERSRI’s real estate investment managers at the expense of
the pension will continue.

15
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 Disclosed Real Estate Costs Double and Are Escalating
The FY 2015 real estate Investment Expense Analysis indicates
that capital committed to real estate climbed from $319 million
committed to 9 funds in FY 2014 to $462 million committed to
13 funds, with an unfunded commitment of approximately
$100 million.
Total disclosed management fees almost doubled from $2.4
million in FY 2014 to $4.6 million in FY 2015. Disclosed fund
expenses rose to $760,000 but performance fees fell to
$292,000—reflecting the poor real estate performance. Total
disclosed fees rose from $3,183,000 to $5,689,538, amounting
to approximately 1.2 percent on assets under management. In
short, disclosed fees skyrocketed in 2015 while performance
continued to languish.
Further, we note that the majority of the pension’s real estate
investments are non-core funds which charge significantly
higher fees than core funds. All of the pension’s newer
investments charge higher fees than the core funds. That is,
fees are going up, not down at ERSRI.
The Treasurer’s office has yet to release the FY 2016 real estate
Investment Expense Analysis. We anticipate disclosed fees will
again significantly increase in 2016.
16

In our opinion, Rhode Island's severely underfunded state
pension cannot afford to pay rich fees to real estate tycoons
who manage funds that have underperformed for decades.

As we noted in the Double Trouble report with respect to
ERSRI’s private equity investments, paying fees of $30 million
annually on committed capital that has yet to even be
invested—millions to Wall Street for doing nothing—makes no
sense.
According to a March 2016 presentation by PCA, ERSRI had
committed but unfunded real estate investments of $129
million. Assuming management fees of 1.50 percent, almost $2
million has been paid to managers for nothing.
 Undisclosed Fees Estimated at $15 Million; Total Fees
$20 Million, Not $5.7 Million Disclosed
Based upon the $509 million ERSRI has committed to real
estate and assuming additional undisclosed fees of 3 percent,
undisclosed fees may amount to approximately $15 million,
bringing the total real estate fees to over $20 million.
It is critical to note that had performance been good, as
opposed to horrific, fees would have been significantly higher
because the 20 percent performance fees ERSRI’s real estate
managers charge would have been paid.
Even if an allocation of assets to real estate was deemed
prudent, there were, and are, far less-expensive, less risky,
liquid, publicly-traded options with vastly superior
performance. The Vanguard REIT Index Fund has a 12 bps
expense ratio and 10-year average annual return of 7.43
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 $2 Million Paid to Wall Street for Doing Nothing

17
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percent—more than double ERSRI’s costly 3.23 percent return
over the past decade. Since inception in 2001, the Vanguard
fund has returned an impressive 11.41 percent.
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Exclusion of the most prudent real estate investment
alternatives (such as the Vanguard REIT fund) from the pension
portfolio raises the specter that politics is driving the decisionmaking process.
 Failure to Address Conflicts of Interest, Other Concerns
Regarding ERSRI’s Real Estate Asset Managers
As mentioned earlier, despite the Rhode Island Retired
Teachers Association’s payment of $10,000 to Treasurer
Magaziner for the prospectuses and other key offering
documents requested regarding the real estate funds in which
ERSRI invested, we were unable to obtain these documents
from the Treasurer’s office. Nevertheless, we were able to
obtain information regarding these managers from other
credible sources, including, but not limited to, their regulatory
filings.
In the report we identified certain concerns regarding a
number of ERSRI real estate managers including preferences
granted to insiders with respect to investment opportunities
and funds retaining affiliates of the General Partner to perform
certain services. In our opinion, each real estate asset manager
should be scrutinized for hidden and excessive fees, conflicts of
interest and business practices which may be harmful to the
pension. Based upon information provided to us, it does not

 ERSRI Managers Rated “Irresponsible” by Unite Here
Union
On February 18, 2015, Unite Here, a union of hospitality
workers throughout North America, released its List of
Responsible and Irresponsible Private Equity Managers in the
Hospitality Industry. The union stated it had created the list “to
help pension funds and other institutional investors identify
socially responsible investment partners and steer clear of
private equity managers with labor disputes that could impact
their returns. Staff and trustees of pension funds nationwide
manage more and $5 trillion and are the largest investor group
in private equity. In creating the list, Unite Here analysts used
several criteria to evaluate private equity managers, including
responsiveness to outreach, labor disputes at hospitality
properties or portfolio companies, and track record of ensuring
labor peace at hospitality properties or portfolio companies.”5
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appear that any due diligence of these managers conducted by
ERSRI or its investment consultants has focused upon these
issues.

Three of the 13 real estate funds as to which ERSRI has
currently committed approximately $100 million, Crow
Holdings Retail Fund, Lone Star Real Estate Fund, Prudential
PRISA, are managed by firms which Unite Here lists as
19
5

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20150218006235/en/UNITE-Hospitality-workersresponsible-irresponsible-private-equity
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“Irresponsible.” That is, according to the union, these managers
have refused multiple requests to meet, have refused to
identify places to work together, or have had a long-standing,
unresolved dispute at a hospitality-related property or
portfolio company. A representative of Unite Here sent via
email the list to the Treasurer in February 2015. Subsequent
meetings were held involving Unite Here, the Treasurer’s office
and one or more real estate managers. According to Unite Here
representatives, the meetings did not result in any remedial
action.
 Conclusion
Any objective evaluation of ERSRI’s longstanding initial foray
into alternative assets—27 years of real estate investing—must
conclude that the pension has never been able to successfully
manage assets in this sector. Indeed, the most prudent real
estate investments have been excluded from consideration for
the portfolio.
Further, given the lack of effective oversight by the SIC and
problematic underlying manager business practices identified
in this report, there is absolutely no reason to believe ERSRI’s
real estate portfolio will deliver competitive performance in
the future. Another 27 years of real estate missteps
undermining pension performance can and should be avoided.
Based upon its real estate experience over the decades, ERSRI
would have been well-advised to steer clear of other high-cost,

Assuming the massive commitment to alternatives continues,
pension performance will languish in the years to come as
workers’ hopes for restoration of any Cost of Living
Adjustments fade.
In June 2011, former Treasurer Gina Raimondo (now Governor
of Rhode Island) issued a report titled Truth in Numbers: The
Security and Sustainability of Rhode Island’s Retirement System
which stated that the state’s pension plans were in dire need of
re-design. The report blamed the crisis on elected officials who
made decisions regarding the pension “based more on politics
than policy.”
Ironically, since Raimondo’s tenure as Treasurer, ERSRI’s
investments are determined by political objectives more than
ever—a fact which becomes increasingly obvious, despite the
unprecedented public records secrecy scheme proposed by
Wall Street and enforced by the former and current Treasurers
to conceal their misdeeds. As performance falters and losses
mount, the pretense that any legitimate investment process
exists is wearing thin.
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high-risk, illiquid and opaque alternative investments. To the
contrary, over the past four years, the pension has recklessly
allocated billions more to alternative investments—including
underperforming hedge and private equity funds—in an
audacious gamble that has already cost the pension dearly.

21
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It is almost certain that, given the attendant conflicts of
interest and excessive fees, ERSRI’s loading up on alternative
investments will end badly for the pension and its
stakeholders. Less clear is when, if ever, officials who cause
public pensions in Rhode Island and across the nation to
sustain losses in pursuit of political gain will be criminally
prosecuted.

End Executive Summary

Introduction

Three years ago, our first forensic investigation of ERSRI titled
Rhode Island Public Pension Reform: Wall Street’s License to
Steal, exposed that then-General Treasurer (now Governor)
Gina Raimondo’s so-called “pension reform,” which involved
slashing workers’ retirement benefits and steering billions of
pension assets into secretive, high-cost, high-risk hedge and
private equity funds, amounted to a dollar-for-dollar “wealth
transfer”—i.e., state workers’ retirement savings went to Wall
Street billionaires who supported Raimondo’s political
objectives. We stated:
“There’s no prudent, disciplined investment program at work here – just a blatant
Wall Street gorging, while simultaneously pruning state workers’ pension benefits.”

We predicted that Treasurer Raimondo’s multi-billion
alternative investments gamble would cost the pension dearly
in the years to come—far in excess of any savings related to
benefit cuts—as speculative hedge and private equity funds
failed to deliver promised returns and fees skyrocketed.
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II.

Warren Buffett, arguably one of the greatest investors of all
time, warned that public pensions should not invest in hedge
funds.
Treasurer Raimondo, it seemed, knew better.
23
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Our second investigation—which was America’s first “crowdfunded” forensic investigation of a state pension—was
released to the public on June 5, 2015. Three hundred and fifty
private citizens, including pension participants and state
taxpayers, pledged $20,464 over the internet to bring the
project, titled Double Trouble: Wall Street Secrecy Conceals
Preventable Pension Losses in Rhode Island, to life.
The investigation revealed that investment decisions that were
obviously wrong from inception—reckless piloting of public
retirement assets into secretive high-risk investments and
leakage related to lavishing ever-greater undisclosed fees on
Wall Street—were the greatest factors undermining the
solvency of the state pension. Mismanagement of pension
assets, not excessive benefits paid to workers, was the chief
culprit.
In 2011, then-Treasurer Raimondo claimed a redesign of the
state pension system as she proposed would save taxpayers at
least $4 billion over 25 years.6 Yet in its first four years,
Raimondo’s flawed investment strategy cost the pension
approximately $1.4 billion in foreseeable losses. Total
preventable underperformance losses had amounted to nearly
$2 billion already.
Cutting workers’ benefits to secretly pay Wall Street more—an
audacious wealth transfer scheme—hadn’t helped the pension.
6

Raimondo Press Release November 3, 2011.

In Double Trouble, we noted that real estate was ERSRI’s worst
performing asset class by far.
“ERSRI’s real estate investment performance has been nothing
short of horrific over the past 10 years—2 percent versus the
Fund’s benchmark return of 9.6 percent. Real estate
underperformance has cost ERSRI approximately $638 million
over the past decade.”7
“Total real estate fees are estimated at $21.6 million, not $2.7
million as disclosed by ERSRI. More disturbing, given ERSRI’s
low real estate investment return (2 percent), on the one hand,
and high real estate investment expenses (4 percent), on the
other, it appears ERSRI’s real estate managers earned more in
fees over the past decade than the pension earned in return.”
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Thanks to Raimondo’s disingenuous “pension reform”—and
her successor, current Treasurer Seth Magaziner, blindly
following in her footsteps—the sustainability of ERSRI was
more precarious than ever, we concluded a little over a year
ago.

We noted that ERSRI appeared to have the worst state pension
real estate performance in the nation and recommended that
the causes of the underperformance be investigated further. 8
7

For the period ending April 30, 2015, based upon the NFI-ODCE Index used as the real estate
benchmark by ERSRI at this time.
8

According to a study by Cliffwater, ERSRI’s investment consultant, the median real estate return for
23 reporting state pensions was 8.2% for the 10-year period ended June 30, 2013.
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What we neglected to mention in our June 2015 report was
that since the so-called inception of the real estate program in
2005, performance had been even worse—1.7 percent versus
9.7 percent.9 Performance for the 10-year period ended
December 31, 2014 (the last month ERSRI reported its
performance compared to the NCREIF Property + 100 bps
benchmark—i.e., before changing to a more forgiving real
estate benchmark) the performance was worse still at 1.3
percent versus 9.56 percent.
Finally, since ERSRI agreed to permit real estate managers to
report performance on an internal rate of return basis, based
upon invested capital only—excluding approximately $100
million in committed unfunded capital upon which the pension
pays fees—as bad as it is, the real estate performance is
overstated.
By any metric, ERSRI’s real estate portfolio has experienced
dramatic long-term underperformance for over a decade at
least—a dismal result which demanded an explanation.
On February 11, 2016, a campaign to crowd-fund a follow-up
focused investigation into ERSRI’s real estate investments was
successfully completed. This time, 107 backers pledged
$20,130 to the project.10
9

Id. at 2.

10

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1525282896/rhode-island-pension-real-estate-probe

A retirement planning paradigm which specifically excludes the
very individuals whose money is at risk makes no sense. While
few stakeholders can afford to hire nationally-recognized
investment experts on their own, through crowd-funding
stakeholder dollars can be combined to fund a high-impact
independent expert review at a low cost—far lower than an
employer would pay.

11

For example, for FY 2016, ERSRI is projected to pay over $1 million for investment consulting and
legal advice—most of which is not available to stakeholders.
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Today participants in the nation’s retirement plans and other
stakeholders (such as taxpayers) pay the cost of the experts
employer-plan sponsors hire for advice regarding retirement
plan matters,11 yet they lack access to experts of their own
choosing to review the decisions that are made. Without the
information and specialized knowledge to evaluate the plans
employers offer, participants and other stakeholders lack an
effective voice in plan matters.12

12

A recent Rhode Island Retired Teachers’ Association Survey sent to its 603 members resulted in 270
responses. All 270 responded that they were in favor of more open information from the Treasurer
about pension investments and fees; 258 responded that the loss of the yearly COLA had a negative
impact on their standard of living; 270 indicated it was important the Association continue to
investigate the state pension for possible criminal mismanagement. When asked to briefly tell how
the loss of the COLA benefit had impacted their lives, comments included:





Believed the COLA/pension was a guarantee-thought it would be wisely invested.
A sad ending (COLA loss) to a job I loved.
Rent goes up! Healthcare goes up! Check does not.
There are over 20,000 of us suffering our own recession
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Rhode Island now has twice led the nation in demonstrating
that crowd-funding can be an effective means to expose fraud,
mismanagement and other malfeasance related to public
retirement monies.
III.

Unprecedented Secrecy Scheme Proposed by Wall
Street and Enforced by Former and Current Treasurer
Eviscerates Public Records Act

As we stated in our previous report, the willingness of Rhode
Island pension officials and others (such as the Governor,
Attorney General and Auditor General) to agree in recent years
to an unprecedented secrecy scheme proposed by Wall Street
that effectively eviscerates Rhode Island’s Access to Public
Records Act, has fostered potential pilfering from the pension
and lawlessness.
Wrongdoers are not held accountable, rather are shielded from
public scrutiny.
Despite Treasurer Magaziner’s recent launch of a
“transparency initiative” supposedly “unprecedented in Rhode
Island and nationally” and his claim that “Rhode Island now has
the most transparent state treasury in the country,” little has
changed.
“while Magaziner has proposed unprecedented transparency, he refused to step
back from Raimondo’s signature decision: a massive amping up of pension fund
investments into private equity, hedge funds and real estate, despite ample

“Magaziner told International Business Times that his transparency initiative will not
extend to releasing the full text of agreements between the state and private
financial firms that manage Rhode Island pension money. Recent leaks of such
contracts in other states have raised concerns that the terms of such deals allow
money managers to charge exorbitant undisclosed fees.”13

As we noted in a December 2015 letter to the FBI, SEC and
Department of Justice:
In Rhode Island, both current Treasurer Magaziner and former Treasurer Raimondo,
now Governor, have claimed ERSRI is obliged—pursuant to contracts fund officials
signed—to defer to the money managers it hired to manage pension assets on the
release of supposedly “proprietary” information. Virtually all information regarding
the risks, conflicts of interest, investment strategies and performance of the
alternative managers has been withheld from the public as “proprietary.”
To be perfectly clear, offering documents and subscription agreements related to
alternative investment funds that have been widely distributed to thousands of
prospective investors and intermediaries globally—and that contain primarily
publicly available information—have been deemed by ERSRI officials and the
pension’s investment managers to be wholly “top secret.”14

13

http://www.ibtimes.com/rhode-island-pension-transparency-still-long-way-go-1942004
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evidence showing that the high-fee investments underperform the market as a
whole…

14

http://www.forbes.com/sites/edwardsiedle/2015/12/16/will-sec-fbi-and-doj-prosecute-anyhedge-fund-and-private-equity-looting-of-rhode-island-pension/3/#3367baf07490
On August 8, 2013, four open-government groups – Common Cause Rhode Island, the state’s chapter
of the American Civil Liberties Union, the Rhode Island Press Association and the League of Women
Voters of Rhode Island sent a letter to the Treasurer voicing their concerns regarding the Treasurer’s
strategy of withholding hedge fund records. These groups believe that since the financial reports
were paid for with public funds and detailed how the state was investing the public’s money, they
should have been made public in their entirety; further they found “troubling” the Treasurer’s
decision to allow the hedge funds to decide what information to release.
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Treasurer Magaziner Demands $10,000 for Access to
Public Records

On February 25, 2016, we requested the following information
solely related to ERSRI’s real estate investments:
1. Copies of all analyses, reports, and summaries related to ERSRI’s real estate
investments, as well as the investment performance and total fees related to
these investments.
2. Copies of any prospectuses, offering memoranda, subscription agreements
and any side letters or agreements related to these real estate investments.
3. Copies of any correspondence or communications related to these real
estate investments.
4. Copies of any contracts between the Fund and any real estate investment
consultant or other party providing analyses or recommendations related to
the Fund’s real estate investments.

While a few responsive documents were provided, the
Treasurer’s office demanded $10,893 to search, retrieve and
copy the rest of the real estate documents we requested.
Notably, not one of the prospectuses, offering memoranda,
subscription agreements or side letters or agreements related
to ERSRI’s real estate investments was provided to us.
Specifically with respect to these documents, we were warned,
“the documents responsive to your request likely contain
information that is exempt from public record pursuant to
Rhode Island General Laws § 38-2-2(A)(II)(B) and would require
redaction.”

Once again,15 the new Treasurer, like his predecessor,
demonstrated he is more interested in shielding Wall Street
from public scrutiny than protecting Rhode Island public
retirement assets from Wall Street.
Worse still, the new Treasurer has taken secrecy even further
than his predecessor.
That is, documentary evidence related to state pension real
estate investments now joins hedge and private equity
information—all deemed exempt from disclosure under state
public records laws.
For the first time in Rhode Island history, approximately $3
billion of the pension’s $7.5 billion in assets have been swept
into secret (often offshore) accounts exempt from public
scrutiny. As a result, stakeholders cannot know for certain who
is managing these assets, where the assets are held, the true
value of the assets and how they have been invested.
Stakeholders also cannot assess whether the Treasurer knows
the answers to any of the above fundamental questions.
15

In connection with our Double Trouble investigation a year earlier, the Treasurer responded to our
initial request for public access to information by demanding prepayment in the amount of $7,626.25
for the material investment information we initially requested.
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ERSRI further warned that payment of this $10, 893 fee would
not guarantee that the records we requested constituted
public records (in whole or in part, i.e., redacted), but only
“authorizes this office to conduct a search and retrieval to
determine if responsive documents exist.”
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V.

Rhode Island Retired Teachers Association Pays
$10,000 to Access Pension Records

On April 11, 2016, the Rhode Island Retired Teachers
Association sent a check in the amount of $10,000, as
demanded by Treasurer Magaziner as a prepayment to access
pension real estate records.16 On May 9, 2016, the Treasurer’s
office responded by sending approximately 60 separate emails.
The first email indicated that the search, retrieval, review and
redaction of some of the supplemental documents requested
had taken an astounding 489.5 hours and that the total cost of
the search and retrieval17 related to those documents was
$7,342.50. Accordingly, $7,342.50 would be subtracted from
the prepayment amount and $2,657.50 would be refunded to
the Rhode Island Retired Teachers Association.
While certain Subscription Agreements, brochures and
marketing materials were provided, these documents were
substantially redacted, concealing the most critical
information, such as strategies, past performance, fees and
risks.
Our request for the legally-significant prospectuses, offering
memoranda and side letters related to real estate
investments was again denied—despite payment of the
$10,000 fee.
16

32

http://www.golocalprov.com/news/ri-retired-teachers-willing-to-pay-10k-demand-frommagaziner-for-pension-in
17

Review and redaction costs were not separately detailed.

The federal securities laws generally require that investors be
provided with a prospectus or offering document containing all
material terms related to an investment prior to investing.18 As
is commonly noted in summary investment presentations and
brochures, “investors should read and understand the
prospectus before deciding whether or not to invest in the
fund.”
Similarly, for private placements to accredited investors the
prospective investor must receive sufficient information to
make an informed decision as to whether to purchase the
relevant security. The most straightforward way to ensure that
a prospective investor receives this level of disclosure, and that
the manager can prove that such disclosure was provided, is
through the delivery of an offering memorandum.
For example, Crow Holdings Retail Fund’s April 2015 brochure
in a disclaimer states, “Any investment decision in connection
with Crow Holdings Capital’s funds should be made based on
the information contained in the respective Fund Confidential
Private Placement Memorandum and the respective Fund
partnership agreement, which will be made available to
qualified investors upon request (emphasis added).”
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The Treasurer’s office stated “these documents contain such
significant proprietary and trade secret information that no
portions of the documents contain reasonable segregable
information that is releasable.”

33
18

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/17/240.15c2-8
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For a fund manager to deny access to prospectuses and
offering memoranda prior to any investment decision, and
merely provide promotional material to investors, is potentially
misleading and may violate general antifraud provisions of the
federal and state securities laws.
Yet withholding such critical information from pension
stakeholders is precisely the policy of Treasurer Magaziner’s
office.
Finally, the notion that “these documents contain such
significant proprietary and trade secret information that no
portions of the documents contain reasonable segregable
information that is releasable,” is laughable.
The overwhelming majority of information in prospectuses and
offering memoranda, say 75 percent, is disclosed in the
investment manager’s Form ADV filed online with the SEC, or
amounts to legal boilerplate. Such information is readily
segregable from any supposed “secrets.” It appears the
Treasurer’s office has limited knowledge of drafting private
placement documents.
On May 24, 2016, I sent an email to Patrick Marr and David
Ortiz in the Treasurer’s office stating:
Since the marketing and other information you have provided regarding ERSRI's real
estate investments is potentially misleading to investors/stakeholders when
unaccompanied by the Prospectuses or Offering Memoranda, I request that you
refund to the Rhode Island Retired Teachers Association the full amount they have
paid to date.

“The Treasurer’s office defended their decision."This is not a matter of choice. We
are contractually prevented from making the prospectuses public, and doing so
would give sensitive strategic information to competitors of the funds that we invest
in, which would hurt our performance," said David Ortiz, spokesperson for
Magaziner. "The proprietary nature of these documents is not unique to Rhode
Island. Our office is a national leader in investment transparency, and has
consistently pushed for greater disclosure—but we can't violate our contractual
obligations or intentionally undermine the investment performance of the pension
fund."19

On May 31, I sent an email to Patrick Marr and David Ortiz in
the Treasurer’s office stating:
While you may have "no choice," as Mr. Ortiz commented in a recent GoLocal
article, regarding providing public access to real estate prospectuses, etc., you do
have a choice as to refunding the approximately $7,500 the retired teachers paid to
access those documents. Under the circumstances, I think fairness dictates a refund.

To date, Treasurer Magaziner has refunded $2,657.50; he has
refused to refund to the Rhode Island Retired Teachers
Association the full amount they paid to him.
VI.
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While I did not receive a response to my email, in an article
regarding the requested refund in GoLocalProv, the Treasurer’s
office apparently refused.

Real Estate Is An “Alternative” Investment

Like hedge, private equity and venture funds, real estate is
considered an “alternative” investment.
35
19

http://www.golocalprov.com/news/magaziner-should-return-10k-to-retired-teachers-forwithholding-key-documen
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An alternative investment is an investment in an asset class
other than traditional stocks, bonds, and cash. Alternative
investments typically have low correlation to traditional
investments. That is, they do not rise and fall in value in lockstep with publicly-traded securities.
As noted in ERSRI’s July 2016 Composite Reporting Investment
Valuation, approximately $509 million (or 6.5 percent of the
$7.5 billion pension) is invested in real estate—an illiquid
investment which does not have a readily determinable market
value. As such, the value of these assets is based upon
appraisals only. The pension’s target allocation to real estate is
8 percent (approximately $600 million).
Reports of the State Investment Commission (SIC), which
oversees the pension, indicate January 2005 as the date of
inception of the pension’s real estate investment program and
provide annualized real estate investment performance since
that date only. However, as indicated below, we learned the
pension’s investments in real estate date back to at least
1989. The annualized performance since that year is not
disclosed to stakeholders anywhere.
1. ERSRI’s 2004 Real Estate Investment Policy

36

The 2004 Real Estate Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”)
attached to the Townsend Agreement mentioned below states
by way of background that to date all real estate investments
have included closed-end core oriented commingled funds.

The pension will invest primarily in private market equity real
estate to “obtain the strategic objectives of the asset class: the
diversification benefit to the total system portfolio derived
from the low to negative correlation real estate has with public
equities and fixed income investments.” Real estate
investments related to publicly traded equity securities (such
as REITS or real estate operating companies) may not exceed
20 percent. Non-US private real estate is permitted up to a
maximum of 20 percent. Timber or agricultural related real
estate investments are not permitted.
It is stated that commingled investment vehicles will be the
primary form of investment vehicle. Direct investing in
properties (either with or without a real estate advisor as an
intermediary) will not be permitted without advance approval
by the Commission.
There is no reference in the 2004 IPS to the fact that ERSRI
had since 1989 invested at least $20 million directly in Rhode
Island real estate that after 15 years went bankrupt—in 2004.
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The performance objective is for a gross return to exceed the
NCREIF Property Index by one percent, measured over rolling
three year periods. It is also stated that it may be prudent to
compare the real estate performance against an alternative
benchmark provided by the Townsend Group. The secondary
performance objective is to generate performance that falls
within the top 30 percent of an index of open end core funds
measured over rolling three year period, before fees.

37
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2. Recent PCA Review
According to a recent real estate review for ERSRI presented by
Pension Consulting Alliance, the primary role of ERSRI’s real
estate is to provide capital preservation; diversification away
from stock and bond returns; and reliable current and
attractive, risk adjusted, total returns, including current income
to meet obligations. The secondary role is to provide a partial
hedge against inflation and to participate in growth
opportunities.
ERSRI has an 8 percent target allocation (approximately $600
million) for real estate, primarily to domestic properties. 75-80
percent of this amount is targeted for Core Assets, i.e.,
completed and leased investment grade properties with low
levels of indebtedness, where most of the total return comes
from income. 20-25 percent is targeted for Value Added and
Opportunistic properties requiring re-positioning, redevelopment, operating improvements, distressed purchases
and new development with medium to high-leverage, where
almost all of the return comes from capital appreciation.
Publicly traded equities of companies in the real estate
business (REITs) are permitted but not currently part of the
portfolio.
No direct investments in real estate are permitted—only openend and closed-end funds, usually structured as limited
partnerships.
38

Direct investments in real estate by a state pension,
particularly within the state where the pension is located, pose
heightened risks, including the risk that politically-influential
local real estate developers will seek to sell property to, or buy
property from, the pension on terms that are uncompetitive
and result in harm to the fund. Further, schemes using pension
assets to stimulate local economic development often fail to
deliver the benefits promised. Pension stakeholders, including
taxpayers, participants and beneficiaries, pay the price.
In response to our question whether ERSRI had ever invested
directly in real estate, David Ortiz of the Treasurer’s office
responded by email on June 1, 2016:
“To our knowledge, the SIC has not made direct investments in real estate other
than the well-documented Gateway 8 investment in 1989, in which the State
Investment Commission invested in bonds issued by the Rhode Island Industrial
Facilities Corporation. The property developer went into bankruptcy in December of
2004.”

According to the published reports, ERSRI’s Gateway 8
investment involved the American Express building, a
prominent and vacant office building in downtown
Providence.20
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VII. ERSRI Conceals Massive $132 Million Loss Related to
Single Direct Real Estate Investment

Property owner Gateway Eight LP and the pension agreed on a
plan to sell the structure 17 years later nearly six months after
20

Apparently, no real estate consultant retained by ERSRI at the time recommended the pension
make this direct investment in real estate.
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Gateway filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. The
pension fund held the $21 million mortgage on the building
and was Gateway's largest creditor. Instead of foreclosing, the
pension fund marketed the building for sale through a public
bidding process in August 2006.21
According to the Minutes of the SIC August 2006 Regular
Meeting, “in May 2005, the developer of the Gateway Building
“tossed the keys” to ERSRI in Bankruptcy Court.” The sale of
the Gateway Eight Building to Commonwealth Ventures for $20
million was finalized on August 2, 2006.22
When then-Governor Don Carcieri was called to make good on
most of a $3 million guaranty the Economic Development
Corporation had made to the pension related to the
investment, Carcieri refused to pay.23
With regard to the project in bankruptcy in 2005, then-General
Treasurer Paul Tavares was quoted as saying, “the pension
fund is still just looking to get its money back.”
“If we do, in fact, come out whole, we'll be extremely happy,”
said Tavares.

21

http://www.crenews.com/general_news/northeast/rhode-island-pension-fund-to-sell-vacantoffice-building.html
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22

http://sos.ri.gov/documents/publicinfo/omdocs/minutes/4528/2006/5509.pdf

23

http://www.golocalprov.com/news/investigation-ri-has-reneged-on-moral-obligation-debt-before

The underperformance loss to the pension related to this direct
investment in real estate was massive.
Over the same 17-year period, an investment of over $20
million earning a rate of return consistent with the pension’s
real estate benchmark would have grown to approximately
$152 million by 2006. Thus, this disastrous direct investment in
local real estate cost the pension approximately $132 million.
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“And we walk away with a valuable lesson that pension funds
should be very, very cautious about investing in these types of
things in the future.”24

41
24

http://www.artinruins.com/arch/?id=decay&pr=amex
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The pension did not “come out whole” by getting “its money
back” 17 years later—a fact which any knowledgeable pension
fiduciary should readily comprehend and acknowledge.
In response to our question whether the results of the Gateway
8 investment have been included in the real estate
performance results of the pension over time, we were told
“the Gateway 8 investment was written off in FY2007 after the
building was sold at a loss of $1.3 million, and is therefore
factored into the current 10-year investment performance
number.”25
Whether Ortiz is correct about the amount of the Gateway 8
loss26 and inclusion of the loss in ERSRI’s current 10-year
annualized performance is unclear.
VIII. Actual Real Estate Performance Since Inception .69
Percent, Not 2.83 Percent Disclosed by ERSRI
However, since ERSRI performance reports misleadingly
indicate real estate investing began in 2005, the disastrous
1989-2006 direct real estate investment underperformance
and losses have never been fully included in the annualized
Inception To Date (ITD) Total Performance Summary disclosed
to stakeholders.

25

26

Email from David Ortiz, June 6, 2016.

On June 3, 2016, a Joint Resolution was introduced to appropriate from the treasury $1.7 million to
ERSRI as repayment of the loan extended by ERSRI to the Gateway 8 LP.

As a result of this failure to disclose annualized real estate
performance since inception, the fact that ERSRI has always—
for at least 27 years—grossly mismanaged its real estate
investments is not known to stakeholders. Both direct
investment 1989-2005 and investing through funds 2005-2016
have proven disastrous for the pension for a generation.
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We estimate real estate performance since the actual year of
inception (1989) amounts to a mere .69 percent annualized.
We estimate underperformance losses amount to at least $531
million based upon the more-forgiving real estate benchmark
the pension uses at this time and may be as high as $1 billion.

43
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If these investment results were fully disclosed, stakeholders
might rationally conclude that ERSRI will do no better in the
future than it has for the past 27 years and should be
prohibited from real estate investing.
It is noteworthy that at the April 2016 meeting of the SIC, real
estate investment consultant PCA “detailed the state’s history
of investing in real estate.” PCA “highlighted the challenges
from losses in non-core investments made in 2007-2008, and
the subsequent hiatus in real estate investments following the
2008 crisis until 2012.” The consultant concluded by saying that
“the current real estate strategy is working as intended.”
Apparently, the consultant did not include in the troubled
detailed history of real estate investing provided to the SIC the
17-year underperformance and losses from 1989-2007 of $132
million. Disclosure of these results, coupled with the 20072015 losses, should cause SIC members to question whether
the high-cost, high-risk current strategy is worth pursuing for a
paltry .69 percent return.
By way of comparison, Treasury Bills over same period have
provided an annualized return of 3 percent—incurring no risk.
IX.
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Real Estate Consultant Replaced in 2012 Following
Years of Poor Fund Performance

According to the documents we have been provided and
reviewed, ERSRI retained The Townsend Group as its real
estate investment consultant in late 2003.

The pension’s prior direct investment (dating back to 1989)
apparently was always excluded from real estate investments
reported upon, as well as tracked for investment performance,
by Townsend.
By May 31, 2009, ERSRI’s real estate fund investments were
massively underperforming the pension’s real estate fund
benchmark (at that time, the NCREIF Property + 100 bps) by an
astounding nearly 12 percent (.5 versus 12.1 percent).
An assessment of ERSRI’s real estate performance by Pension
Consulting Alliance as of December 31, 2011—before the firm
was contracted to provide real estate consulting services in
2012—indicated that of the 16 funds in which the pension had
invested $270 million, 12 were rated of “concern” or “below
expectations” and only 3 “met expectations.” None were rated
“exceeds expectations.”
Despite the 2011 recommendation by PCA that ERSRI explore
selling its interest in underperforming non-core funds, the real
estate performance at December 31, 2015 indicates the
pension remained invested in 3 of the non-core funds and 1 of
the core funds which were of “concern” or “below
expectations” years earlier in 2011.
It is important to note that the performance of the individual
funds in which the pension has invested is not disclosed
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According to pension records, ERSRI began investing in real
estate funds in late 2004, presumably pursuant to asset
allocation and manager selection recommendations by
Townsend.
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anywhere on a current basis—only the aggregate performance
of all the real estate funds is disclosed monthly. As a result,
stakeholders cannot determine which funds are performing
well currently and which are not.
For example, the April 2016 SIC Meeting Materials include
cumulative performance information for the individual real
estate funds on an Internal Rate of Return basis—but only as of
December 31, 2015.
As of July 2016, ERSRI had $509 million invested in real estate
and total net of fees real estate performance over the prior ten
years was 3.23 percent versus 8.62 percent for the NFI-ODCE
Index, the pension’s new, more forgiving, real estate
benchmark. Since inception in January 1, 2005, performance of
the real estate funds has been 2.83 percent versus 10 percent.
As bad as the above reported performance was, it would have
been worse had the benchmark not changed.
X.

Real Estate Benchmark Changed to Make
Performance Look Better

In 2015, ERSRI changed the benchmark it uses for measuring
real estate investment performance from the NCREIF Property
Index + 100 bps to the NFI-ODCE Index.27 This change may have
narrowed the sizable gap between the pension

46
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In FY 2014, the last year the NCRIEF Property Index + 100 bps was used as the benchmark, ERSRI’s
real estate annualized return since inception was .73 versus 9.17 for the index.

The NFI-ODCE, short for NCREIF Fund Index - Open End
Diversified Core Equity, “is an index of investment returns
reporting on both a historical and current basis the results of
33 open-end commingled funds pursuing a “core” investment
strategy, some of which have performance histories dating
back to the 1970s.”28 The gross and net returns for this index
are reported and the difference between gross and net is
approximately 105 bps.
“The NCREIF Property Index is a quarterly time series
composite total rate of return measure of investment
performance of a very large pool of individual commercial real
estate properties acquired in the private market for investment
purposes only. All properties in the NPI have been acquired, at
least in part, on behalf of tax-exempt institutional investors the great majority being pension funds. As such, all properties
are held in a fiduciary environment.”29
NCREIF Property Index returns are supposedly net of all
expenses related the pool of individual commercial properties.
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(under)performance and the benchmark return—that is, made
the real estate performance appear better.

As mentioned above, only 75-80 percent of ERSRI’s real estate
assets are targeted for “core” assets. 20-25 percent is targeted
28

http://www.ncreif.org/fund-index-odce-returns.aspx

29

http://www.ncreif.org/property-index-returns.aspx
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for higher risk, higher-cost levered Value Added and
Opportunistic assets. Thus, the NFI-ODCE Index—the
benchmark the pension apparently adopted in 2015—would
appear to be an inappropriate, i.e., easier to beat, benchmark
since it includes only “core” funds and the pension invests in
non-core funds.
The NCREIF Property Index + 100 bps would appear to be a
more appropriate benchmark reflecting the pension’s more
aggressive non-core investments.
Since inception 37 years ago, the NCREIF Property Index + 100
bps returned 10.22 percent.30 For the same period, the NFIODCE returned far less—8.58 percent gross of fees. We have
not been provided with any material explaining the change in
the pension’s real estate benchmark.
XI.

ERSRI’s Real Estate Investment Consultants

We reviewed the Real Estate Non-Discretionary Consulting
Agreement between the ERSRI and The Townsend Group dated
December 1, 2003.
We also reviewed a non-discretionary Investment Consulting
Agreement between the Fund and Pension Consulting Alliance
(“PCA”) dated August 1, 2008 and an Amendment to that
Agreement dated February 15, 2012 expanding the scope of
services to include real estate consulting services.
In 2012, PCA replaced Townsend as the pension’s real estate
investment consultant and that PCA continues in that capacity
30

As of December 31, 2014.

“Mr. Goodreau recommended terminating the relationship with Townsend group and replacing
them with PCA. Mr. Costello added it helps to have PCA as real estate and general consultant
and he was impressed with their presentation during the subcommittee. Mr. Reilly explained he
has heard good things from people in the industry about members of the PCA real estate team.
Treasurer Raimondo explained we will be paying PCA less than what we were paying Townsend
while getting better services from PCA.”31

The 2003 Townsend Agreement states that the pension has a
real estate allocation of five percent, amounting to
approximately $290 million for investment in real estate in the
United States. The term of the Agreement was for a period of
three years and the Agreement automatically renewed for
successive one year terms thereafter, unless notice of
termination has been received by the consultant. The
consultant was paid a base annual fee of $142,500.
The 2008 PCA Agreement provides for an initial term of two
years, automatically renewable each year for subsequent one
year contract periods. The consulting fee is $125,000 per year.
While the annual fee paid to the consultant was reduced from
$142,500 to $125,000, performance continues to languish as
the allocation to real estate has grown.
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through today. According to the minutes of the SIC meeting in
which the vote to terminate Townsend was taken:
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http://data.treasury.ri.gov/dataset/205f20d8-09c5-4a4c-9bd7-a2d2afb03bf3/resource/df0099b7010e-4366-adf8-a0b6384a93f7/download/SIC0212.pdf
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1. Investment Consultants Agree to ERISA Fiduciary
Standard
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Townsend and PCA each acknowledge in their agreements
their status as fiduciaries with respect to the pension and agree
to provide services under the contracts in accordance with the
fiduciary standards set forth in the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”).
Both Townsend and PCA represented they had not paid any
third party intermediary in connection with the procurement or
continuation of their Agreements with the pension. Further,
each firm agreed that it would not directly or indirectly benefit
from recommendations or advice made to the pension and
would disclose to the client any personal investment or
economic interest that might be enhanced by the
recommendations made to the client or any situation in which
the interests of the client may be in material conflict with the
interests of the consultant or with those of other clients to the
consultant.
ERISA is a federal law which protects the assets of millions of
Americans so that funds placed in retirement plans during their
working lives will be there when they retire. ERISA sets
minimum standards for pension plans in private industry.32
While ERISA does not apply to public pensions, such as ERSRI,
many public plans have adopted some or all of its fiduciary
standards. In our experience, most public pensions that have
32

http://webapps.dol.gov/dolfaq/go-dol-faq.asp?faqid=225

According to the United States Department of Labor (which
enforces ERISA), ERISA fiduciaries have important
responsibilities and are subject to standards of conduct
because they act on behalf of participants in a retirement plan
and their beneficiaries. These responsibilities include:
 Acting solely in the interest of plan participants and their
beneficiaries and with the exclusive purpose of providing
benefits to them;
 Carrying out their duties prudently;
 Following the plan documents (unless inconsistent with
ERISA);
 Diversifying plan investments; and
 Paying only reasonable plan expenses.34
An ERISA fiduciary also has an obligation to avoid transactions
that are prohibited under ERISA with respect to a pension
plan.35
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adopted ERISA standards lack knowledge of ERISA and fail to
effectively monitor compliance with its standards.33

ERISA prohibits certain direct or indirect transactions between
a plan and a party in interest to that plan. Parties in interest
33

See, for example, Forensic Investigation of the Jacksonville Police and Fire Pension Fund
Report to Jacksonville City Council by Benchmark Financial Services, Inc., October 28, 2015.
34

http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/publications/fiduciaryresponsibility.html

35

http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/fiduciaryeducation.html
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with respect to a plan include, among others: 1) all fiduciaries
of the plan; 2) any person providing services (fiduciary or nonfiduciary) to the plan; 3) any employer or union whose
employees are covered by the plan; and 4) numerous parties
affiliated with the foregoing in various direct or indirect ways.36
2. ERISA Fiduciary Standard Highest Known to the Law
The fiduciary duty established under ERISA is recognized as the
“highest known to the law.”37
In addition to the general fiduciary duties described above,
ERISA strictly prohibits the fiduciary from engaging in a selfdealing transaction that involves plan assets where a conflict of
interest exists.38
The disclosure of a material conflict, alone, is never sufficient
under ERISA’s duty of loyalty and self-dealing prohibited
transaction provisions to avoid a violation of ERISA. Conflicts of

36

http://www.groom.com/media/publication/145_erisa_for_security.pdf

37

Donovan v. Bierwith, 680 F.2d 263, 272 n. 8 (2d Cir. 1985).

38

Section 406(b) of ERISA prohibits the following self-dealing transactions:
• A fiduciary may not deal with assets of the plan in his own interest or his own account;
• A fiduciary may not act in any transaction involving the plan on behalf of a party whose
interests are adverse to the interests of the plan or the plan’s participants and beneficiaries;
or,
• A fiduciary may not receive any consideration for his own personal account from any party
dealing with the plan in connection with a transaction involving plan assets.

An investment advisor breaches its fiduciary duty of loyalty, as
well as the self-dealing prohibited transaction provisions under
ERISA, if it uses its fiduciary discretion or authority to increase
its own compensation.
Failing to comply with ERISA’s fiduciary requirements can result
in significant penalties. ERISA provides that a fiduciary is
personally liable in the event of a breach of the fiduciary duty
provisions. Furthermore, ERISA provides the fiduciary may have
to make good on any losses to the plan caused by the breach
and restore any profits gained by the fiduciary in using plan
assets to its own benefit.
3. Conflicts of Interest and Potential ERISA Fiduciary
Breaches
Since the Board adopted the heightened fiduciary standards of
ERISA in its contracts with Real Estate Investment Consultants,
stakeholders (including participants and taxpayers) may
reasonably assume that the Board has established policies and
procedures to ensure compliance with these standards. We
found scant evidence of monitoring for compliance with ERISA
fiduciary standards.
39

http://www.groom.com/media/publication/1269_ERISA_Fiduciary_Comparison_to_Securities_Laws.
pdf
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interest are by definition contrary to ERISA’s fiduciary duty of
loyalty and self-dealing prohibited transaction provisions.39
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In our opinion, it appears ERISA fiduciary compliance has been
largely overlooked—despite the fact that these are heightened
fiduciary standards, noncompliance can have serious
consequences and there is a risk of significant personal liability.
For example, from the evidence provided it does not appear
ERSRI has ever reviewed whether either investment consultant
may have directly or indirectly benefitted from
recommendations or advice made to the pension. Further, it
does not appear that the current or past investment consultant
provided ERSRI with analyses or reports detailing all-in costs
related to investing in real estate funds.
A. Townsend Group
In October 2015, GTCR (a private equity firm founded by
current Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner), sold its 85 percent
ownership interest in Townsend to NorthStar Asset
Management Group, a publicly traded (NYSE:NSAM) real estate
asset management firm for about $380 million.40 GTCR had
recapitalized Townsend in November 2011.
Governor Rauner, who had made his fortune providing venture
capital or private equity asset management services to public
pensions primarily, has advocated an overhaul of the Illinois
pension system, including cuts in benefits promised to
workers.41 Governor Rauner’s “union-bashing” and the
40

https://www.pehub.com/2015/10/northstar-asset-management-to-buy-the-townsend-groupfrom-gtcr/
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(To our knowledge, Rauner and Rhode Island’s Raimondo are the only Governors whose personal
fortunes are largely attributable to the very public pensions they have sought to slash.)

“Through his investments, Governor Bruce Rauner makes money from the teacher
pensions he rails against.”
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According to its current Form ADV Part II filed with the SEC,
Townsend provides services on behalf of regulatory assets
under management of approximately $13,055,467,192
consisting of $10,943,632,678 in discretionary client assets and
$2,111,834,514 in non-discretionary client assets. That is, with
respect to the overwhelming majority of client assets,
Townsend has discretion to invest (purchase and sell) assets, as
opposed to (in Rhode Island) only make recommendations as
to investment decisions made by the client.
Townsend’s current SEC filings reveal numerous significant
potential conflicts of interest including, but not limited to, the
following:
1. Townsend acts as investment manager for investment partnerships that are
identified in Part I of its Form ADV. An affiliate of Townsend may also serve as the
general partner of those limited partnerships. These limited partnerships often
invest alongside Townsend's other clients. Therefore, some of Townsend's related
persons, including those individuals who have an ownership interest in Townsend,
indirectly buy or sell (through the limited partnerships that Townsend manages)
securities that are recommended to clients
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connection between Rauner, GTCR and Townsend (the real
estate consultant to public pensions, including the Chicago
Teachers Pension Fund) had become controversial by August
2015.

2. Townsend directors, officers, employees and related persons may also directly
invest in or alongside securities that are recommended to clients.
55
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http://www.chicagoreader.com/chicago/chicago-teachers-pension-fund-governor-bruce-raunerinvestor/Content?oid=18663566

3. Under certain circumstances Townsend may convert its general partnership
interest to limited partnership interest in certain of its fund products.
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4. An affiliate of Townsend may serve as the general partner of a private fund
advised by Townsend and in which a client may invest.
5. Certain employees of Townsend are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC. Foreside Fund Services, LLC is not affiliated with Townsend or its
affiliates.
6. NorthStar Asset Management US LLC, an investment adviser registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, its affiliates and related advisers directly and
indirectly own a number of operating entities that are engaged in the business of
owning, controlling, operating, managing, servicing and providing services related to
real estate and real estate-related assets.
7. NorthStar Asset Management US LLC and NorthStar Securities, LLC, are both
wholly-owned subsidiaries of NorthStar Asset Management Group, Inc., Townsend’s
ultimate majority owner. NorthStar Securities, LLC, is a broker-dealer registered
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and is a member of the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”).

No evidence has been provided to us to suggest ERSRI ever
reviewed potential conflicts of interest at Townsend, including
whether the real estate investment consultant may have
directly or indirectly benefitted from recommendations or
advice made to the pension.
Given the extensive potential conflicts and poor investment
performance under Townsend, the lack of review is surprising,
in our opinion.
B. Pension Consulting Alliance
In stark contrast to Townsend, PCA’s most current Form ADV
filed with the SEC indicates:
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“PCA does not receive any indirect compensation. PCA is a strictly non-discretionary
consultant, and as such, does not receive compensation based on assets under
management or investment performance, nor does PCA receive a commission,

4. Real Estate Managers, SIC Members Not Held to
ERISA Heightened Fiduciary Standards
While ERSRI’s contracts with its real estate investment
consultants state that the firms recommending real estate
investments will be held to an ERISA fiduciary standard, the
Real Estate IPS does not expressly state that the real estate
investments, or asset managers themselves, will be held to
such a heightened standard.
Rather, it is stated under Prudent Expert Standard in the IPS:
“The selection of Program investments will be guided by the
applicable prudence standards and fiduciary duties under
Rhode Island law and the investment policies of the
Commission.”
While the Section Criteria includes consideration of conflicts of
interest, alignment of interests, appropriate fees, terms and
structure for the investment, there is no mention of ERISA’s
heightened fiduciary standards.
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finder’s fee, brokerage fee, or any other similar fee. PCA is compensated solely for
services outlined in the client agreement, where the fee is based on the scope and
complexity of the engagement. We invoice our advisory fees quarterly in arrears
which are due upon receipt. There are no other types of fees or expenses in
connection with services we provide.”

We were not provided with any more recent Real Estate
Investment Policy Statement.
The Defined Benefit IPS adopted by the SIC on February 26,
2014—applicable to ERSRI as a whole—under Fiduciary
Responsibility states:
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“The SIC must act in accordance with the “prudent person” standard. The “prudent
person” standard requires SIC members to discharge their duties solely in the
interests of ERSRI participants and their beneficiaries with such care, skill, prudence,
and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a person acting in a like
capacity and familiar with these matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise
of like character and with like aims. In addition, the prudent person standard
requires the SIC to diversify the investments of ERSRI so as to minimize the risk of
large losses, unless under the circumstances it is clearly prudent not to do so.”

Further, it is stated:
“Each member of the SIC and each member of the SIC’s Committees are fiduciaries
to the Fund. The duties of each fiduciary shall be discharged:
• Solely in the interests of ERSRI participants and their beneficiaries.
• For the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to eligible participants and their
beneficiaries and defraying reasonable expenses of administering the Fund.
• With the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the circumstances then
prevailing that a prudent person acting in a like capacity would use in the conduct of
an enterprise of like character and with like aims.
• By diversifying the investments of the Fund so as to minimize the risk of large
losses, unless under the circumstances it is clearly prudent not to do so.”

There is no reference to ERISA fiduciary standards in the
Defined Benefit IPS.
In conclusion, ERISA fiduciary standards do provide significantly
greater protections to public pensions that adopt them. For
ERSRI to require the real estate investment consultants, but
not the asset managers and SIC members, to adhere to ERISA’s
heightened standards makes no sense, in our opinion.
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It is well established that sponsors of public and private
retirement plans have a fiduciary duty to ensure that the fees
their plans pay money managers for investment advisory
services are reasonable. Fees paid for such retirement plan
investment services have always been an important
consideration for ERISA retirement plan fiduciaries. Further, in
recent years such fees have come under increased scrutiny
because of class action litigation, Department of Labor
regulations, and congressional hearings.43
According to the Department of Labor:
“Plan fees and expenses are important considerations for all types of retirement
plans. As a plan fiduciary, you have an obligation under ERISA to prudently select
and monitor plan investments, investment options made available to the plan’s
participants and beneficiaries, and the persons providing services to your plan.
Understanding and evaluating plan fees and expenses associated with plan
investments, investment options, and services are an important part of a fiduciary’s
responsibility. This responsibility is ongoing. After careful evaluation during the
initial selection, you will want to monitor plan fees and expenses to determine
whether they continue to be reasonable in light of the services provided.”

Local government pensions are exempt from ERISA and are
governed by state law. However, because ERISA and state law
protections both stem from common law fiduciary and trust
principles, best practices for public pensions are frequently
similar to those found in ERISA.
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XII. Fiduciary Duty to Monitor Fees
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Revealing Excessive 401(k) Fees, The New York Times, June 3, 2011.
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Again, in this case, the real estate investment consultants
agreed by contract to provide services consistent with ERISA
fiduciary standards—standards which include the duty to
monitor the reasonableness of all fees.
At the outset, sponsors of public, as well as private retirement
plans must take steps to understand the sources, amounts, and
nature of the fees paid by the plan, as well as the related
services performed for such fees. After all, a plan sponsor
cannot determine the reasonableness of fees paid without a
comprehensive understanding of the plan’s services and fees.
Whether a plan’s fees are reasonable depends upon the facts
and circumstances relevant to that plan. The plan sponsor must
obtain and consider the relevant information and then make a
determination supported by that information.
XIII. Lack of Board Review of Real Estate Fees and
Expenses
By email dated June 7, 2016, we requested from David Ortiz
any analyses that may have been prepared for the Board to
scrutinize whether the all-in fees the pension pays its real
estate asset managers are reasonable. According to Ortiz, “the
FY2015 expense summary on the Treasury’s website includes a
comprehensive accounting of all performance fees,
management fees and fund expenses for the real estate
managers.” To the contrary, as detailed below, all of the fee
and expenses are not disclosed on the website.

No all-in fee analyses have been prepared for this $7 billionplus pension – despite the dismal past performance of ERSRI’s
real estate portfolio.
In our opinion, real estate investment consulting services
consistent with ERISA fiduciary standards should include details
regarding all the various opaque fees and expenses related to
each fund, the nature of the services provided for such fees,
the all-in actual costs (on a percentage and dollar amount
basis) and an in-depth analysis of the reasonableness of such
fees and expenses, weighing the costs against the expected
rate of return. Any conflicts of interest related to fees paid to
affiliated parties should be scrutinized.
Without a comprehensive all-in fee analysis prepared by the
investment consultant or a third party, the SIC cannot fulfill its
fiduciary duty to monitor the reasonableness of fees the
pension pays its investment managers.
In our opinion, without greater awareness of, and control over
the risks and costs related to such investing, the pension’s real
estate assets will continue to significantly underperform into
the future. If so, decades of profiting by ERSRI’s real estate
investment managers at the expense of the pension will
continue.
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Remarkably, the Treasurer’s office is seemingly unaware of all
of the additional fees and expenses that relate specifically to
real estate investing.
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XIV. Multiple Significant Real Estate Fees and Expenses
In recent years, following a decade-long gorging on hedge and
private equity funds by government pensions, the massive
hidden fees and expenses related to these “alternative”
investment funds have attracted greater scrutiny. Despite
initial skepticism, it is now widely acknowledged that
undisclosed fees and expenses as high as 8 percent may dwarf
hedge and private equity disclosed fees of 2 percent. With
monumental total (disclosed and undisclosed) fees and
expenses, it’s no surprise that the net performance of these
funds has been unimpressive.
Given that real estate is regarded as the oldest alternative
investment asset class commonly held by pensions, and many
pensions invest 5 percent or more in real estate, the dearth of
information regarding the all-in fees and expenses related to
investing directly or indirectly through funds, in real estate is
hard to explain.
Pension fiduciaries clearly have a legal duty to understand and
monitor the reasonableness of all of the investment fees paid
by the plan.
If fiduciaries don’t know the nature and amounts of the fees
they pay, they obviously cannot opine as to the reasonableness
of those fees.
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Adding to the mystery is the fact that virtually all pensions that
invest in real estate retain professional investment consultants
who either know or could easily ferret out the all-in costs.

Real estate funds are highly opaque and susceptible to the
imposition of many substantial fees and costs—some of which
may be paid to affiliates of the manager and/or appear to be
duplicative, or improperly allocated to investors.
To our knowledge, the most in-depth recent forensic
investigation into a public pension’s real estate investments
was produced in connection with litigation between
MayfieldGentry Realty Advisors and the Police and Fire
Retirement System of the City of Detroit. MayfieldGentry was
an investment advisor and fiduciary to two Detroit pension
funds overseeing a real estate investment portfolio worth more
than $200 million of pension fund assets.44
Chauncey Mayfield, the principal owner and chief executive
officer of the firm, pled guilty to conspiring with former Detroit
Treasurer Jeffrey Beasley to pay him bribes in exchange for
new business from the pension funds.45 The SEC charged
44
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In connection with this investigation, we contacted a number
of leading real estate advisory, consulting and investment fee
benchmarking sources and were told that the all-in fee data
either did not exist, or could not be shared with a third party.

Benchmark provided limited expert services in connection with the litigation.

45

According to Mayfield, Beasley agreed to maintain business for Mayfield’s company and to give
Mayfield new pension fund business in exchange for cash and others things of value. In particular,
Mayfield gave $50,000 to the Kilpatrick Civic Fund. In addition, Mayfield paid for Beasley and others
to take a trip to Las Vegas costing $60,000; paid for another private plane trip to Tallahassee, Florida,
costing $24,000; paid for a private jet flight to Bermuda; and hired Beasley’s paramour to work at
MayfieldGentry at Beasley’s request. https://www.fbi.gov/detroit/press-releases/2013/investmentadvisor-to-the-detroit-pension-funds-pleads-guilty-to-conspiring-with-former-city-treasurer-jeffreybeasley-to-pay-him-bribes
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Mayfield for stealing nearly $3.1 million from the police and
firefighters pension fund that the firm managed so he could
buy two strip malls in California.46
According to the Forms ADV filed with the SEC by ERSRI’s real
estate asset managers, the following fees and expenses may be
imposed:
a. An acquisition fee based on a sliding or a fixed
percentage generally ranging from no fee to 1.50 percent
of the amount invested, which may include debt related
to the acquisition of the property. Alternatively, the firm
may negotiate a fixed acquisition fee.
b. An annual portfolio management fee based on a
percentage of contributed capital, aggregate original
investment costs, carrying values and/or a percentage of
net operating income (before or after debt service).
When such fees are based on contributed capital, original
investment cost or carrying values, the fees generally
range from 0.50 percent to 1.50 percent per annum.
c. A disposition fee based on a sliding or fixed percentage
generally ranging from no fee to 1 percent of net
proceeds, which may include proceeds used to retire
debt. Alternatively, the Firm may negotiate a fixed
disposition fee.
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http://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2013/lr22720.htm
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d. Performance or incentive fees negotiated on an
individual basis with the client, generally ranging from no
fee to 20 percent.
e. A financing fee, which generally ranges from no fee to 1
percent, based on a percentage of the amount borrowed
or refinanced. Alternatively, the Firm may charge
negotiated fixed financing fees.
f. A development supervisory fee, which generally ranges
from no fee to 1 percent, based on a percentage of actual
gross construction costs.
g. Property management fees, which range from 3-4
percent of revenues for apartment buildings and 1-2
percent of revenues for office buildings.
h. Underlying partnership or comparable venture
management and performance fees, as well as
underlying fund operating expenses such as offering,
organizational and operating expenses of such underlying
fund or other investment vehicle, and expenses related to
the investment of such assets, such as brokerage
commissions (including soft dollar payments, if
applicable), expenses relating to short sales, clearing and
settlement charges, custodial fees, bank service fees,
interest expenses, borrowing costs and extraordinary
expenses.
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i. Fund operating expenses, including, for example, costs
and expenses incurred in connection with the formation
and organization of the fund (and its general partner) and
the offering of interests in the fund; tax and financial
statement preparation fees; costs of communications
with investors and ongoing legal, accounting, auditing,
administration, appraisal, bookkeeping, consulting and
other professional fees and expenses, including for
litigation and preparation of financial statements and
reports; costs, expenses and charges incurred in
connection with monitoring, identification, evaluation,
negotiation, structuring, due diligence, underwriting,
development, acquisition, ownership, sale, valuation,
hedging or financing of the fund’s investments or
potential investments; premiums for insurance protecting
the fund, its general partner, and other indemnified
parties and any litigation; costs of the fund travel
expenses and other expenses or costs incurred in
connection with the business or investment activities of
the fund and the investment due diligence process (which
may include the cost of first or business class travel,
meals, lodging, entertainment and incidentals).
j. Custodial and administration fees.
k. Brokerage fees and expenses.

We were provided with no documents indicating SIC is aware
of the all-in fees and expenses related to the pension’s real
estate investments. We see no evidence that the SIC has
assessed whether the expected rate of return related to real
estate assets is reasonable given the significant costs—costs
which, for the past 27 years, have exponentially exceeded
annualized return of .69 percent.
XV. Disclosed Fees Double and Are Escalating
The FY 2015 real estate Investment Expense Analysis indicates
that capital committed to real estate climbed from $319 million
committed to 9 funds in FY 2014 to $462 million committed to
13 funds, with an unfunded commitment of approximately
$100 million.
Total disclosed management fees almost doubled from $2.4
million in FY 2014 to $4.6 million in FY 2015. Disclosed fund
expenses rose to $760,000 but performance fees fell to
$292,000—reflecting the poor real estate performance. Total
disclosed fees rose from $3,183,000 to $5,689,538, amounting
to approximately 1.2 percent on assets under management. In
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In our 2015 Double Trouble report, we estimated that ERSRI’s
undisclosed real estate investment-related fees and expenses
may amount to an additional 3 percent, above and beyond the
limited fees disclosed by the pension. The fees mentioned in
ERSRI’s managers Forms ADV and listed above—many of which
amount to 1 percent or more—confirm that our 3 percent
estimate may have been too conservative.
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short, disclosed fees skyrocketed in 2015 while performance
continued to languish.
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Further, we note that the majority of the pension’s real estate
investments are non-core funds which charge significantly
higher fees than core funds. All of the pension’s newer
investments charge higher fees than the core funds. That is,
fees are going up, not down at ERSRI.
The Treasurer’s office has yet to release the FY 2016 real estate
Investment Expense Analysis. We anticipate disclosed fees will
again significantly increase in 2016.
In our opinion, Rhode Island's severely underfunded state
pension cannot afford to pay rich fees to real estate tycoons
who manage funds that have underperformed for decades.
XVI. $2 Million Paid to Wall Street For Doing Nothing
The FY 2014 and FY 2015 Real Estate Manager Expense Analysis
included new disclosure that management fees are commonly
structured such that fees are paid based on committed capital
during the investment period (typically the first 3-5 years of a
fund’s life) and on the cost basis of invested capital thereafter.
As we noted in the Double Trouble report with respect to
ERSRI’s private equity investments, paying fees of $30 million
annually on committed capital that has yet to even be
invested—millions to Wall Street for doing nothing—makes no
sense.

XVII. Undisclosed Fees Estimated at $15 Million; Total
Fees $20 Million, Not $5.7 Million Disclosed
Based upon the $509 million ERSRI has committed to real
estate and assuming additional undisclosed fees of 3 percent,
undisclosed fees may amount to approximately $15 million,
bringing the total fees to over $20 million.
It is critical to note that had performance been good, as
opposed to horrific, fees would have been significantly higher
because the 20 percent performance fees ERSRI’s real estate
managers charge would have applied.
Even if an allocation of assets to real estate was deemed
prudent, there were, and are, far less-expensive, less risky,
liquid, publicly-traded options with vastly superior
performance. The Vanguard REIT Index Fund has a 12 bps
expense ratio and 10-year average annual return of 7.43
percent—more than double ERSRI’s costly 3.23 percent return
over the past decade. Since inception in 2001, the Vanguard
fund has returned an impressive 11.41 percent.
Exclusion of the most prudent real estate investment
alternatives (such as the Vanguard REIT fund) from the pension
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According to a March 2016 presentation by PCA, ERSRI had
committed but unfunded real estate investments of $129
million. Assuming management fees of 1.50 percent, almost $2
million has been squandered – paid to managers for doing
nothing.
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portfolio raises the specter that politics is driving the decisionmaking process.
XVIII. Failure to Address Conflicts of Interest, Other
Concerns Regarding ERSRI’s Real Estate Asset
Managers
As mentioned earlier, despite the Rhode Island Retired
Teachers Association’s payment of $10,000 to Treasurer
Magaziner for the prospectuses and other key offering
documents requested regarding the real estate funds in which
ERSRI invested, we were unable to obtain these documents
from the Treasurer’s office. Nevertheless, we were able to
obtain information regarding these managers from other
credible sources, including, but not limited to, their regulatory
filings.
The following is a sample of certain concerns we identified
regarding a number of ERSRI’s real estate managers. Each real
estate asset manager should be scrutinized for hidden and
excessive fees, conflicts of interest and business practices
which may be harmful to the pension. Based upon information
provided to us, it does not appear that any due diligence of
these managers conducted by ERSRI or its investment
consultants has focused upon any of these issues.
1. Crow Holdings Retail Fund
70

The Treasurer failed to provide the Private Placement Offering
Memorandum and Partnership Agreement requested for this

Even the brochures or flipbook presentations the Treasurer
provided were subject to significant redactions.
For example, an entire page in an April 2015 presentation
entitled, “What does a Crow Holdings small retail deal look
like,” has been redacted. The purchase prices, number of
realized transactions, rates of return have been redacted. All
details regarding the Track Record have been redacted. Three
pages detailing Market Opportunity have been redacted, as
have pages regarding Strategy, Term, and Fee Structure. Eight
pages regarding retail returns have been withheld.
In short, by withholding from public scrutiny the Offering
Memorandum, Partnership Agreement and material
information regarding the strategies, fees, risks, and returns, it
is impossible for stakeholders to assess either the merits of, or
the Treasurer’s due diligence with regard to, this $25 million
investment.
According to the redacted Subscription Agreement, “the
Partnership has only recently been formed and has no financial
or operating history; and there are substantial risks incident to
purchasing an Interest, as summarized in the Private Placement
Memorandum under the heading "Risk Factors and Potential
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2015 fund which invests in small neighborhood and community
domestic retail shopping centers, with typical tenants such as
quick-service restaurant operators.
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Conflicts of Interest" and in other portions of the Private
Placement Memorandum.”
While the fees ERSRI is paying for this fund are not disclosed on
the Treasurer’s website, the flipbook presentations provided
assume management fees of 1.5 percent. An April 24, 2015
recommendation to invest up to $25 million by investment
consultant PCA indicates that the proposed management fee is
1.5 percent and 20 percent of profits.47 The Treasurer’s office
will neither confirm nor deny the 1.5 percent fee.48
The firm’s Form ADV filed with the SEC indicates fees range
between 1.25 percent and 1.5 percent. If ERSRI is paying Crow
a management fee of 1.5 percent plus 20 percent of profits,
then it is among the 3 highest paid ERSRI real estate managers.
The manager of the fund is affiliated and shares office space,
service providers and certain employees with Crow Family
Holdings, a family office established exclusively to manage the
wealth and direct the investments of the Trammell and
Margaret Crow family.
47

file:///C:/Users/Ted/Downloads/Crow%20Holdings%20Retail%20Summary%20Memo%20sent%2004
2415%20(1).pdf
48
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When asked to provide disclosure of the Crow fees, David Ortiz of the Treasurer’s office responded
in an email dated May 26, 2016, “They are here,” and included a link to the PCA recommendation
citing the posed 1.5 percent fee. When asked whether the pension paid the fee proposed by the
manager (as opposed to negotiating a lower fee) Ortiz responded, “Consistent with our transparency
policy, the 2016 investment management expenses will be published once the fiscal year has closed
and a full accounting has been completed.” In other words, disclosure to stakeholders will only occur
after the fees have already been paid.

According to the firm’s website, Crow Holdings is among the
largest investors in the Retail Fund, and in all Crow funds is
subject to the same fees and carried interest as other
partners.49 According to PCA, “Crow Family Holdings will
commit a minimum of $20 million which will be invested prorata with other Limited Partners.”
We were provided with no evidence that ERSRI or its
investment consultant examined the numerous actual and
potential conflicts of interest that arise when a state pension
invests “alongside” a wealthy family that is a real estate insider
affiliated with the manager of the fund and even shares office
space and employees with the manager.
In short, there is the potential risk that Crow Family Holdings
may receive preferential treatment to the detriment of ERSRI,
or profit at the expense of the pension. Many actual and
potential conflicts of interest, such as allocation of investment
opportunities to Crow Family Holdings exclusively, are
disclosed in the firm’s Form ADV filed with the SEC.
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The fund invests in properties “alongside Crow Family
Holdings.”

For example, the firm states:
We intend to keep our business activities and operations separate and independent
from the business activities and operations of Crow Family Holdings and have
established procedures and guidelines in an attempt to segregate our activities from
49

http://crowholdingscapital-re.com/
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the activities of Crow Family Holdings. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the activities
of Crow Family Holdings and the Crow family may present actual or potential
conflicts of interest, including, but not limited to, the conflicts discussed in this
brochure.50
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However, the potential for conflicts of interest is not limited to
the wealthy Crow family. For example, the firm’s Form ADV
was updated recently adding the following material disclosure:
Certain employees (including employees who enter into investment advisory
agreements with us or who are existing investors in private equity fund of funds
managed by us) may be entitled to priority with respect to the allocation of
investment or co‐investment opportunities.

In our opinion, a fiduciary to a state pension should not accept
that parties related to the manager of a fund in which it invests
may be entitled to preference with respect to investment
opportunities. Rather, the investment managers should be
required, as fiduciaries, to manage the assets for the exclusive
benefit of the pension and its beneficiaries.
A final concern is donations to public pension official political
campaigns by individuals associated with Crow.
According to published reports, “employees and people
affiliated with Crow Holdings gave at least $42,000 to the sole
fiduciary of the North Carolina state pension, Treasurer Richard
Moore. The treasurer’s office had $200 million invested in
50

http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/IAPD/Content/Common/crd_iapd_Brochure.aspx?BRCHR_VRSN_ID=
377385

three funds with Crow Holdings and paid more than $290,000
in management fees in 2008.”51

The Exeter Industrial Value Fund III is an $832 million closedend value-add fund focusing on big-box warehouse, multitenant industrial, and related flex/office properties in the
United States, as well as select markets in Canada. The Fund
adds value through repositioning, re-leasing, renovation, and
operational improvement of existing assets, and through
limited development of new assets.
ERSRI committed $30 million to this fund in 2014 and the fund
commenced investing in 2014. The Treasurer’s office discloses
management and performance fees for the Fund of 1.50
percent and 20 percent respectively, as well as fund expenses
of $37,000 in FY 2015.
According to the current Form ADV of Exeter Property Group,
LLC filed with the SEC, the Fund pays, or reimburses, its
General Partner, for all organizational expenses, capped at $1.5
million. Also, in connection with an investment by the Fund,
the Fund may retain one or more affiliates of the General
Partner to perform certain leasing, property management,
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2. Exeter Industrial Value Fund III
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https://www.carolinajournal.com/news-article/n-c-pension-experiences-largest-losses-in-realestate-investments/
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maintenance, construction management, property-related
legal, and similar services.
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The nature and amounts of any fees paid to affiliates of the
General Partner are not disclosed by the Treasurer’s office.
Thus, participants cannot assess total compensation derived by
the General Partner in exchange for services rendered, or the
competitiveness of any agreements between the Fund and
affiliates.
3. GEM Realty Fund V
GEM Realty Fund V is a closed-end, value-add fund investing
solely in the U.S. The fund aims to create value where it
identifies dislocations, mispricings, and/or operational
inefficiencies across property types and in both debt and
equity. The strategy includes purchasing traditional real estate
at substantial discounts, providing financing for transitional
assets, repositioning, renovating, re-leasing and stabilizing
properties.
ERSRI committed $50 million to this fund in 2013. The
Treasurer’s office discloses management and performance fees
of 1.25 percent and 20 percent respectively, as well as fund
expenses of $185,000 in FY 2015.
According to the current Form ADV of GEM Capital, L.P., filed
with the SEC, the manager and its affiliates may invest in thirdparty joint venture partners. Such joint venture partners may

Also, GEM or its affiliates may provide services to the Funds
that would otherwise be performed for the Funds or such
portfolio investment by third parties (including accounting,
financial reporting and administration).
Barry Malkin, a Principal Owner of GEM, owns, indirectly
through family trusts, interests in JMB Realty Corporation
(“JMB Realty”) and his father and siblings also own indirectly
through family trusts, interests in JMB Realty as well as other
JMB Realty Entities. A conflict of interest could be presumed to
exist between GEM and the JMB Entities because Mr. Malkin or
his father and siblings could personally benefit if the Funds’
engage the services of the JMB Entities. GEM has and in the
future may engage the JMB Entities to provide insurance
brokerage, capital market and treasury management services
to the Funds for compensation.
It is also stated that from time to time, but in no event when
the assets of a Fund are treated as “plan assets” for purposes
of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, GEM
may cause a Fund to enter into a transaction that would be
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be entitled to compensation under the terms of the joint
venture documents (including acquisition fees, property
management fees, consulting fees, leasing fees, incentive fees,
carried interest and promote after completion) with respect to
the services provided by such joint venture partners and their
affiliates.
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considered a “principal transaction.” (Since ERSRI is not subject
to ERISA and has not adopted ERISA safeguards, it may be
subject to the risk of such “principal transactions” involving this
manager.)
In a principal transaction, an adviser, acting for its own
account, buys a security or other property from, or sells a
security/property to, the account of a client. According to the
SEC, principal transactions create the potential for advisers to
engage in self-dealing and may lead to abuses such as price
manipulation or the placing of unwanted securities into client
accounts.
In such circumstances, the manager represents it will either: (i)
make disclosure to and obtain the prior written consent of the
affected clients or (ii) appoint an independent third-party
professional services firm selected by GEM as the investor
representative to confirm that a particular transaction brought
to such party’s attention is effected on an arm’s-length basis
prior to settling the transaction.
We have not been provided with any documentation provided
related to any principal transactions and, therefore, are unable
to assess whether any such transactions may have been
harmful to ERSRI.

HART is an open-end, diversified core fund that has been in
operation since 2007 that aims to create a high-quality, lowrisk portfolio of stabilized, income-producing assets in prime
locations. The fund invests in office, apartment, retail,
industrial and self-storage properties across the U.S.
ERSRI committed $60 million to HART in 2013. As an open-end
fund, ERSRI could redeem its assets in the fund at calendar
quarter, as liquid assets permit, on a pro rata basis.
We were provided only with a redacted Subscription
Agreement for the fund. In the Subscription Agreement the
investor represents that he has been furnished and has
carefully read the Private Placement Memorandum related to
the Partnership, including the matters set forth under the
caption “Risk Factors and Potential Conflicts of Interests” in the
Memorandum, a form of the Partnership Agreement and the
most recent annual or quarterly report of the Partnership.
Again, the Treasurer refused to provide us with any such
requested material information.
In the Subscription Agreement each investor acknowledges and
agrees that the General Partner and its affiliates will be subject
to various conflicts of interest in carrying out the General
Partner’s responsibilities to the Partnership. Affiliates of the
General Partner may also be in competition with the
Partnership. Each investor waives any such conflicts of the
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4. Heitman America Real Estate Trust (HART)
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General Partner and its affiliates by executing the Subscription
Agreement.
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The firm’s Form ADV filed with the SEC states, “In the event
that any of its affiliations present potential conflicts of interest,
the Firm will either resolve the conflict of interest or follow
established written policies and procedures for disclosing such
conflicts of interests to its clients.”
We were not provided with any evidence that the firm has ever
disclosed any such conflicts to ERSRI or that any such conflicts
were appropriately resolved.
5. Multiple JP Morgan Relationships
JP Morgan manages the greatest amount of ERSRI’s real estate
assets-- $95 million of a total $462 million committed in FY
2015, or approximately 20 percent.
ERSRI committed $50 million to the JP Morgan Strategic
Property Fund in 2005 and an additional $25 million
commitment in 2013. ERSRI also committed $20 million to the
JP Morgan Alternative Property Fund in 2005.
Despite apparent longstanding performance concerns, ERSRI
has remained invested in these two JP Morgan funds.
In 2011, PCA noted the Alternative Property Fund had 5-year
trailing net return of -7.6 percent and rated the fund of
“concern.” As noted below, according to a 2012 presentation
by JP Morgan, the Strategic Property Fund since inception in
1998 and on a 1, 3, 5 and 10 year basis consistently

Finally, ERSRI’s Chief Investment Officer, Anne-Marie Fink
(hired by then-Treasurer Raimondo in 2012) was employed at
JP Morgan for approximately 18 years, engaged in equity
analysis and hedge fund research.
A. JP Morgan Strategic Property Fund
This Fund is an open-end, diversified core fund that seeks to
outperform its benchmark through asset, geographic and
sector selection and active asset management. The fund
invests in high-quality, stabilized assets in the four major
property types: office, industrial, multi-family and retail. The
fund focuses on the larger primary economic markets within
the U.S. and does not invest in non-core sectors such as
hospitality, assisted living, and self-storage.
A February 2013 presentation of the Fund available online
states that with $23.9 billion in assets and 306 clients,
“investors are limited to qualified pension plans which have
fiduciary responsibility to their beneficiaries” and that the Fund
is “managed in accordance with the ERISA fiduciary standard of
care.” Further, “Investment funds are housed within JPMAM, a
separate division within JPMorgan Chase & Co. JPMAM –
Global Real Assets has a fiduciary culture.”52
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underperformed its stated benchmark. Nevertheless, ERSRI
committed additional assets to the fund in 2013.
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However, recently JPMAM entered into a settlement with the
SEC and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission admitting
that it failed to tell asset management clients about conflicts of
interest and paying a record $307 million in fines and
disgorgement.53 In addition to SEC and CFTC regulatory
concerns, such conflicts may not comply with the ERISA
fiduciary standard.
We have been provided with no evidence that ERSRI examined
any potential ERISA violations related to the above
settlements.
Approximately 55 percent of the Strategic Property Fund client
base is comprised of public and Taft Hartley pension plans and
the total return target for the Fund is stated as NPI + 100 bps.54
However, the same February 2013 presentation indicates that
since inception in 1998, the Fund’s total return net of fees at
September 30, 2012 was 7.9 percent—dramatically below the
10.2 percent return for the NPI + 100 bps target. On a 1, 3, 5
and 10 year basis, the Fund apparently underperformed its
stated total return target.

53
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According to Bloomberg, “With the settlement, the bank moves beyond one of its last major
regulatory challenges since the 2008 financial crisis. JPMorgan has been penalized more than $23
billion in major settlements with U.S. authorities in recent years, in connection with allegations that
included conspiring to manipulate foreign-currency rates, allowing the “London Whale” trader to
exceed risk limits, failing to flag transactions related to Bernard Madoff’s Ponzi scheme and
misrepresenting the value of mortgage-backed securities.”
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-12-18/jpmorgan-pays-267-million-to-settle-conflictof-interest-claims
54

Id. at 29. According to the Treasurer’s office, the benchmark for the fund is the NFI-ODCE Value
Weighted Index.

As an open-end fund, ERSRI could withdraw its assets at any
time.

This Fund is a core-plus/value-add fund that is in liquidation.
When it was formed, the Fund sought to invest in alternative
real estate assets in the U.S. as well as traditional and
alternative real estate assets in Canada, Mexico and the
Caribbean. The investment types included hotels and resorts,
medical office, senior housing and assisted living, self-storage,
manufactured housing, for-sale housing, condominiums and
land subdivisions, parking facilities, student housing, and
biotechnology and laboratory facilities.
The same February 2013 presentation of the JP Morgan
Strategic Property Fund mentioned above indicates that the
Alternative Property Strategy fund has 30 clients and $647
million in assets.
As noted earlier, in 2011, PCA stated the Alternative Property
Fund had 5-year trailing net return of -7.6 percent and rated
the fund of “concern.”
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B. JP Morgan Alternative Property Fund

6. Prudential PRISA
PRISA is an open-end, diversified core fund focusing on
generating income through the acquisition of core, well-leased
properties across the U.S. PRISA's portfolio includes office,
industrial, apartment and retail assets with limited investments
in hotel, self-storage and development projects.
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ERSRI committed $50 million to PRISA in 2005.
In 2011, PCA noted the PRISA Fund had 5-year trailing net
return of -2 percent and rated the fund “below expectations.”
As an open-end fund, ERSRI could withdraw its assets at any
time.
XIX. ERSRI Managers Rated “Irresponsible” by Unite
Here Union
On February 18, 2015, Unite Here, a union of hospitality
workers throughout North America, released its List of
Responsible and Irresponsible Private Equity Managers in the
Hospitality Industry. The union stated it had created the list “to
help pension funds and other institutional investors identify
socially responsible investment partners and steer clear of
private equity managers with labor disputes that could impact
their returns. Staff and trustees of pension funds nationwide
manage more and $5 trillion and are the largest investor group
in private equity. In creating the list, Unite Here analysts used
several criteria to evaluate private equity managers, including
responsiveness to outreach, labor disputes at hospitality
properties or portfolio companies, and track record of ensuring
labor peace at hospitality properties or portfolio companies.”55
Three of the 13 real estate funds as to which ERSRI has
currently committed approximately $100 million, Crow
84
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http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20150218006235/en/UNITE-Hospitality-workersresponsible-irresponsible-private-equity

XX. Conclusion
Any objective evaluation of ERSRI’s longstanding initial foray
into alternative assets—27 years of real estate investing—must
conclude that the pension has never been able to successfully
manage assets in this sector. Indeed, the most prudent real
estate investments have been excluded from consideration for
the portfolio.
Further, given the lack of effective oversight by the SIC and
problematic underlying manager business practices identified
in this report, there is absolutely no reason to believe ERSRI’s
real estate portfolio will deliver competitive performance in
the future. Another 27 years of real estate missteps
undermining pension performance can and should be avoided.
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Holdings Retail Fund, Lone Star Real Estate Fund, Prudential
PRISA, are managed by firms which Unite Here lists as
“Irresponsible.” That is, according to the union, these managers
have refused multiple requests to meet, have refused to
identify places to work together, or have had a long-standing,
unresolved dispute at a hospitality-related property or
portfolio company. A representative of Unite Here sent via
email the list to the Treasurer in February 2015. Subsequent
meetings were held involving Unite Here, the Treasurer’s office
and one or more real estate managers. According to Unite Here
representatives, the meetings did not result in any remedial
action.
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Based upon its real estate experience over the decades, ERSRI
would have been well-advised to steer clear of other high-cost,
high-risk, illiquid and opaque alternative investments. To the
contrary, over the past four years, the pension has recklessly
allocated billions more to alternative investments—including
underperforming hedge and private equity funds—in an
audacious gamble that has already cost the pension dearly.
Assuming the massive commitment to alternatives continues,
pension performance will languish in the years to come as
workers’ hopes for restoration of any Cost of Living
Adjustments fade.
In June 2011, former Treasurer Gina Raimondo (now Governor
of Rhode Island) issued a report titled Truth in Numbers: The
Security and Sustainability of Rhode Island’s Retirement System
which stated that the state’s pension plans were in dire need of
re-design. The report blamed the crisis on elected officials who
made decisions regarding the pension “based more on politics
than policy.”
Ironically, since Raimondo’s tenure as Treasurer, ERSRI’s
investments are determined by political objectives more than
ever—a fact which becomes increasingly obvious, despite the
unprecedented public records secrecy scheme proposed by
Wall Street and enforced by the former and current Treasurers
to conceal their misdeeds. As performance falters and losses

It is almost certain that, given the attendant conflicts of
interest and excessive fees, ERSRI’s loading up on alternative
investments will end badly for the pension and its
stakeholders. Less clear is when, if ever, officials who cause
public pensions in Rhode Island and across the nation to
sustain losses in pursuit of political gain will be criminally
prosecuted.
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mount, the pretense that any legitimate investment process
exists is wearing thin.
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About Benchmark Financial Services, Inc.
Benchmark Financial Services, Inc. was founded by Edward “Ted” Siedle,
a leading expert in forensic investigations of pensions, focusing upon
excessive and hidden investment fees and risks, conflicts of interest and
wrongdoing. A former SEC lawyer and industry executive with over 30
years experience, he has investigated over $1 trillion in retirement plans.
Prior investigations include the state of Rhode Island, state of North
Carolina, the Alabama State Employees Pension, Wal-Mart, Cities of
Nashville and Chattanooga, Town of Longboat Key, Caterpillar, Boeing,
Northrup Grumman, John Deere, Bechtel, ABB, Edison, Shelby County,
Tennessee, Fidelity Investments, JP Morgan, Sanford Bernstein, Banco
Santander and the US Airways Pilots Pension.
Siedle is a nationally recognized authority on investment management
and securities matter and has trained U.S. Department of Labor pension
investigators around the country. He has testified before the Senate
Banking Committee regarding the mutual fund scandals and the
Louisiana State Legislature regarding pension consultant conflicts of
interest. He was a testifying expert in various Madoff litigations. Articles
about him have appeared in publications including Time, BusinessWeek,
Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, Barron’s, Forbes, USA Today,
Boston Globe, and Institutional Investor. He widely lectures and has
appeared on CNBC, Wall Street Week, and Bloomberg News.
Millions read about his groundbreaking findings in articles he writes for
Forbes.com.
Siedle was named as one of the 40 most influential people in the U.S.
pension debate by Institutional Investor for 2014 and 2015.
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